Mater / Issue
Relationship to City Deals/Regions & Economic Growth. Where is the need? Should we look to try and influence this?
Cross Boundary Issues North/South Wales
Transport Issues across Wales.
Current growth areas M4/A55 corridors.
City Deals/Region - Infrastructure Commission
Where is the need - Social, Economic,
Public Transport - Metro North/South.

Do we carry on with existing growth areas (shown) or look at sustainable new growth areas in mid.
Energy linked to growth - were possible links with midlands.

Integrated Transport/Infrastructure
- Power, Water, Broad Band

How homework like with everything else going on.

NRW - Area Plans
Health Boards
City Deal Region Transport - Timescales
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Mater / Issue

Connectivity
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Esboniwc h y mater rydych wedi codi yn fyr ac esboniwch sut gall yr ardal rydych wedi nodi ar y map helpu ymafael â'r mater yma.

Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.

**Connectivity**

Metro link - I find the idea of the metro exciting. It will open up connections to smaller villages in RCT, VOC, Caerphilly etc, however, I do worry that this will be another idea/project spoken about rather than following through with it!!

Snowball line - these are the current areas Taylor Wimpey are actively seeking for land. As a house builder based in South Wales, we should be looking at areas from Monmouth to Fishguard. Due to current tight housing markets, the orange area is the only areas we are realistically searching for land opportunities!
Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.

- Need to move beyond land use policies
  - Need to identified projects within the plan
- Period
  - Nuclear
  - Renewable Energy reliant on grid
  - Connectivity + capacity / battery storage
  - Infrastructure

- Addressing connections between
  - Shoreline Management Plans - Flood Risk
  - National Trails - Walking

- National / International Transport
  - Links England / Ireland

- Relationship between
  - Agriculture - Landscape
  - Rural Tourism

Projects
- Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon
- Wylfa Nuclear Power Station (Grid connectivity)
- M4 Relief
- Electrification
- National Public Transport Network
- Aberystwyth - Carmarthen
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Economy / Employment

Gymnastics / Energy

Transport: road / rail / air / metro

House / Welsh language / culture

Health & Wellbeing

Transport

Tidal Lagoon

Mater / Issue

UDF should address & follow goals of WFA Act.

Transport: rail, canal, ASS / North-South

Energy: Tidal Lagoon

Economy: NDF must reflect & encourage investment / job opportunities
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Esboniwch y mater rydych wedi codi yn fyr ac esboniwch sut gall yr ardal rydych wedi nodi ar y map helpu ymafael â’r mater yma.

Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.

**Housing** - NDF must reflect housing needs.

**Welsh Language** - Must be included in NDF.

**Cultural Heritage**

**Renewable/Alternative Energy Sources**

**Determina’c** of NDS by WG is crucial.

NDF must address health provision & wellbeing of all living in Wales & all areas of Wales to be included. Not just schemes in south & north. Mid Rural Wales must be considered.

City Regions / Cross Working of Authorities - the workings of these needs to be addressed & guaranteed to ensure the NDF.
1. NDF → spatial element → major projects → take spatial aspects out of APW/THW & put in GWA (incl. TWW & SSW)

2. Focus for high level policy:
   - Hsg / MH
   - Major impact projects / connectivity (NWW links)
   - Other major projects / National Parks & AONBs
   - Water strategy
   - Economic strategy

3. Linking to Well-Being Strategy / Goals

4. Uncertainties at regional level need clarification - clearer at national + local level (linkages, roles of different types of plan)

5. NDF not going to look beyond land use planning

6. Challenge of getting conformity between NDF & LDPs (+ SOPs) - timing issues + resources.
Mater / Issue

Deliver an environmental target
esp. climate change.
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Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.

All Water
How can NSF deliver WFG goch?
How can NSF deliver on targets & climate change?
How will NNSP influence NSF?
How will Area Statements influence NSF?
Renewable energy - solar, tidal lagoon

Stimulating economic & social progress without causing environmental damage/impacts

Tourism & agriculture
Marine planning

Regrettably

Metro
Tidal lagoon
Economic development & sustainability.

* Working within Environmental Limits
Esboniwch y mater rydych wedi codi yn fyr ac esboniwch sut gall yr ardal rydych wedi nodi ar y map helpu ymafael â'r mater yma.

Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.

Transport (correct 3 important regions first?)
East/West rather than North/South.
Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.

Connectivity doesn’t make sense

Are we 2 separate but countries?

Is this ok? - Would politicians accept it

 EAST ➔ WEST

Not normal.

Do we need to link to 3 NDP.

Are we far from the roundabout 5 miles past

West + (x hand -)
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Housing.

Big Boys are building?

Monopoly?

Need variety of

Homes affording

EMMs,

FEC at EMMs.

- Newtown!!
Economy + Poverty

Poor Country
- We need to change this

- Jobs
- Food and energy demand
- High place to live - Fostering community

- Large
- Hard work and new energy

1. Energy Island - Anger
2. Energy Tug - instead of...
Improvement of transport links required.

This will naturally result in opening up land for development, and improved transport links will markedly lead to investment.
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Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.

---

- Improve Gateway into Wales via implementation of the M4 relief road. Attract investment, improve economy, and if planned effectively can release further land for development to help fund.

- Metro, improve linkages, day to day transport, and will therefore improve quality of life. (traffic/pollution)

- Swansea/Cardiff to act as economic hubs for Wales, but transport linkages will be key to its success.

- ASS - Improve at source. Non justification to construct North South link.
Mater / Issue

"Conservation" (sm)
- Transport
- Communications
- Infrastructure (water, etc)
- Energy

Housing: Capacity for growth, Renewal
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Esboniwch y mater rydych wedi codi yn fyr ac esboniwch sut gall yr ardal rydych wedi nodi ar y map helpu ymafael â’r mater yma.

Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.
Mater / Issue

Datblygiad economaidd yn yr ardal yma ymcad er mwyn atal yr allsioedd o bobl ifanc. Gwel cynhyrchiadau rhwng y gogfed a'r de i bobl sydd wedi'w gwneud yn gymraeg.
Esboniwich y mater rydych wedi codi yn fyr ac esboniwich sut gall yr ardal rydych wedi nodi ar y map helpu ymafael â’r mater yma.

Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.
Mater / Issue
Landscape rest on heritage and culture
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Esboniwch y mater rydych wedi codi yn fyr ac esboniwch sut gall yr ardal rydych wedi nodi ar y map helpu ymafael â'r mater yma.

Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.
Esboniwcch y mater rydych wedi codi yn fyr ac esboniwcch sut gall yr ardal rydych wedi nodi ar y map helpu ymafael â’r mater yma.

Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.

- **Rural Economy & Issues - Need for Policy**
  - Action which tackles perceptions of decline
  - Stimulate the rural economy, support agri industry
  - Recognise value to economy as part of a diverse mix
  - Build on tourism potential and natural environment

- Ensure infrastructure is centered around delivery of economic growth.

- Understand what makes Wales special

- **North/South Obsession - Link with? Is there any value relative to cost**

- Infrastructure - rural (wi-fi, mobile phones)

- Plan for what Wales is as well as what it can/will become - ? Recognise that spatially economically etc elements of Wales are very different i.e. North/South, etc, Wales.

- New Traw Agenda - Should be on the table

- High value co-ordination of infrastructure improvements

Development & investment needs confidence that provision incl water/sewage will be available.
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Renewable | Sustainable energy
Esboniwch y mater rydych wedi codi yn fyr ac esboniwch sut gall yr ardal rydych wedi nodi ar y map helpu ymafael â’r mater yma.

Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.

Requirement for a sustainable energy gain

TAN 8 + SSA approach - has had some true impacts but joined up approach to grid/transport etc lacking. Was out of date when it was published. SSA is required to justify infrastructure upgrades.

Smarter grids needed - smarter use of electricity by industry/business/households.

Greater electrification of heating + transport - increases this challenge.

Challenge of linking communities with RE projects. ↑ local investment, local employment. Maximising local benefits. Rural eco opportunities.

Local buy in - community ownership.

Need for clear position on criteria based approach to site choice. Storage + capacity on network to accommodate